THE SOUTH AFRICAN YOUTH
CLIMATE

NNOVATION AWARDS

ABOUT SAYCIA
“The South African Youth Climate Innovation Awards"
(SAYCIA) aims to showcase and recognize 26 youths'
innovative and entrepreneurial solutions to tackle the
greatest climate and environmental challenges of our
time under the theme #OnestepGreener_SA
THE AWARDS AIMS TO:
Through a competitive process Identify a cohort of
innovative market-driven (entrepreneurial) solutions
Raise Awareness among South African youth on the
challenge of Climate Change
Provide a platform for youths voices on Climate Change
and the socio-economic discourse
Showcase and profile 26 youths innovations and
entrepreneurial solution on various platforms

The awards focuses on the following thematic areas:
Water

Energy

Waste

Ecosystem Restoration

#OnestepGreener_SA

Agriculture

FOREWORD
Poverty, unemployment, and inequality are some of the greatest
challenges of our time. This is exacerbated by the additional threat
posed by climate change. At Indalo Inclusive South Africa NPC we firmly
believe that there can be no neutral position when it comes to climate
action. No one can stand on the side-lines or remain impassive before
this issue, hence Indalo’s mandate to support green, inclusive, and
responsible entrepreneurship. We also believe that the solution to these
problems is to empower and support local youth entrepreneurial
innovations.
The SAYCIA awards programme provides a platform to profile these
entrepreneurs and their innovations which brings solutions to mitigation
and adaption of climate action within their community and ultimately the
broader South Africa landscape.
Furthermore, the programme provides a platform for constructive
dialogue amongst the South African youth to raise their voice on the
impacts of climate change.

Youth inclusivity is an integral element in progressively propelling our
world towards a more sustainable and greener way of life. The youth is
at the forefront of these climate change challenges; and therefore,
carry the responsibility of finding solutions for the actions of past
generations.
It is encouraging to see that the Private sector and government
departments are beginning to prioritise youth entrepreneurship within
their respective portfolios. For example, The Department of Forestry,
Fisheries, and the Environment (DFFE) through Minister Barbara Creecy
‘s directed project; the Youth Driving Force for Change, which Indalo has
been privileged to be its technical partner in its inaugural year.
This, plus many more increased efforts could help generate the needed
momentum that could lead South Africa to effective reconstruction and
recovery through youth entrepreneurship.

Indalo convened a dialogue series amongst the South African youth which
enable us to delve deeper into the challenges that we are faced with as a
society and as a youth. The aim of these dialogue sessions is for
policymakers and ecosystem players to become more familiar with the
issues raised and these will hopefully influence both increased technical
support and investment focus. To create truly transformational change
and accelerate the transition to a sustainable green economy, greater cooperation, collaboration, and cross-sector partnerships between
governments, investors and young entrepreneurs must be forged.
If we are to meet our climate change objectives then we must ensure that
all voices are heard, we cannot achieve transformation without them. The
dialogue series will bring together action- focused youth to challenge the
limits of past thinking and call on their knowledge, experiences, and
creative innovative ideas to develop grassroots solutions and effective
climate action.
The key objective of the youth climate innovation dialogues series is to
foster thinking and how we can take a new approach in tackling climate
change challenges. We need to re-think our relationship with nature,
shift human behaviors, and reimagine the vital systems that underpin
our societies.
Young people are calling for renewable
energy, green jobs, and climate finance that
open new opportunities to strengthen
economic security while accelerating climate
action.
And so, Indalo’s commitment to showcase 26
young innovators from across South Africa.

Rest Kanju
Director and Head of Operations
Indalo Inclusive

WHAT IS THE UN CLIMATE CHANGE
CONFERENCE OR COP 26?
Aside from the salient goal of capping global temperature increase to
below 1.5 degrees, COP26 has also several targets for countries to
achieve, they are:
Secure global net zero by mid-century. Countries will need to
accelerate the phase-out of coal, curtail deforestation, accelerate
transition towards electric vehicles, and encourage investment in
renewables.
Protect communities and natural habitats. This will require building
resilient
infrastructure and agriculture and setting up efficient warning
systems.
Mobilise finance. Developed countries need to mobilise at least $100
billion in climate finance per year by 2020.
International collaboration. Countries must work together to
accelerate action to tackle the climate crisis through collaboration
between governments, businesses, and civil society, as well as
finalise the Paris Rulebook.
Furthermore, the climate change conference follows the damning
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report. If the report is
a “code red for humanity” as the authors have warned, then the
agreements made and pledged at COP 26 will be the world’s response
With an objective to increase expose young people to climatesmart and inclusive innovations, Indalo Inclusive partnered with the
British High Commission South Africa Country office and the Mail &
Guardian as official media partner to develop and green
entrepreneurial innovations with a focus on youth-driven solutions
through the South African Youth Climate Innovation Awards
(SAYCIA) .

MESSAGE FROM THE BRITISH HIGH
COMMISIONER
“The UK sees a key role for younger generations in shaping and driving
conversations around the greater ambition we need to see from all
countries if we are to meet the Paris Commitments and keep the
chance of limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees and help secure a
sustainable future for them.
They are also driving the innovation necessary to design and deliver
our net-zero future. The British High Commission has supported a
number of youth programmes in South Africa, from Minister Creecy’s
Youth Driving Force for Change and the work of SAIIA Youth on the
youth climate action charter. I am delighted that, through Indalo, we
are able to support this latest initiative.”
His Excellency Mr. Anthony Philipson
British High Commissioner

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Projects like the SAYCIA project cannot be undertaken and succeed
without partnerships and collaboration. Over the duration of the
project we have had wonderful partners that joined us on this
journey of raising awareness amongst youth across South Africa of
the climate change challenges we face.
In raising awareness we have been
privilaged enough to unearth 26 youth
climate innovators from all parts of South
Africa and in the five key thematic areas of
focus for this project.
We thank you for choosing to support;
educate and empower our youth so that they
can

Funding & project partner

THINK.
Official Media partner

INNOVATE.
IMPLEMENT.
A BETTER, SUSTAINABLE FUTURE FOR ALL OF US.
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WATER

ZIYANDA GABELA
LONDOLOZA IMVELO
Ziyanda

Gabela

resides

in

Soweto,

Johannesburg, Gauteng. The name

their

enterprise is Londoloza Imvelo, which means
preserve nature.
Their greywater use system helps water
service authorities and communities who
want to actively play a role in saving water
by using treated greywater for toilet
flushing and irrigation, thereby saving precious drinking water, unlike over-reliance
on conventional unsustainable practices.
Their product helps save water conveniently for today and future generations.

WATER

MFANELO NDLELA
ELECTRI-COAL TECHNOLOGIES

Electri-Coal

Technologies

Renewable

Energy

is

and

an
Smart

innovative
Utilities

Enterprise, they manufacture, install, service,
and

digitally

monitor

&

control

all

their

Renewable Energy and Smart utility systems
from any location in the world in less than 0.7
seconds.
The purpose of the technology is to improve service
delivery in local municipalities by saving water through recycling, re-using
municipal wastewater.
By using Smart Water Sensors, Water Tank Monitoring Systems, and E-Pad they
will be able to provide the solution that Ethekwini Municipality needs in order to
reduce SA’s R 7.2 B water loss.

MLINDENI SITHOLE
ITAFHA SPRING WATER

Mlindeni Sithole grew up in a small village. He
has been involved in farming and tourism
from a very young age, he is passionate about
woodwork and farming, He enjoys creating things
and is not afraid of potential challenges.
He aims to solve problems in the community,
their biggest problem is access to clean water and they
have no power so his idea is to collect water from the spring
and bring it closer to the households where he saw an opportunity to start a
business of selling bottled water, in bulk and ice. With the water business they
would be able to generate some profit to keep our source maintained and expand
to supply other surrounding areas, lodges, households , garages and local markets.
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ENERGY

NETION RIKHOTSO
GAWULA VATSAKEME MULTIPURPOSE CO-OPERATIVE
LIMITED
Vatsakeme is a Biogas energy producer integrated
with an agriculture co-operative established in
2015.
They build underground Biogas digesters that use
animal dung and food waste to produce Biogas
energy for cooking and water heating.
The slurry is taken from the digester and makes compost
that is then sprayed on vegetables for disinfection.
They farm a variety of vegetables to sell. They also host workshops to educate the
youth and women about biogas and agriculture.
Biogas energy reduces the cutting and burning of trees. It is a renewable energy
source that reduces carbon emissions, they also help reduce the dumping of food
waste and animal dung. They sell vegetables around the community and nearby
town.

ENERGY

GIVEN NGWAMBA
TKN GREENHOUSE TECHNOLOGY
TNK Greenhouse Technology’s focus is to
contribute to the society to fight carbon emissions
that is threatening our earth and to educate the
the community about the importance of keeping the
environment healthy.
Founded in 2019, their enterprise is driven by
continuous deforestation, air pollution, carbon emissions
and unemployment, that led them to find solutions to address
the challenges mentioned by introducing the green charcoal briquettes
product.
They are a company that is looking forward to being part of the solution in
combating the issues of global warming and environmental challenges. By giving
the community an alternative source of energy from the wood or coal that they
currently source from the local forest which is a cause of deforestation,
contributing towards climate change.

MBALI MASHELE
IMPILO ECO CHARCOAL
They transform environmental, and social-related
challenges into sustainable, cost-effective,
renewable energy fuel sources.
Through their eco-friendly technologies and
processes, they recycle agricultural, industrial
waste, and invasive alien plants to produce
Premium Quality Eco-Charcoal Briquettes.
Their Eco-Charcoal Briquettes are safe to use, long-lasting,
easy to light, and may be used for cooking, braai, and other heating purposes.
Impilo Eco-Charcoal aims to enhance people’s livelihoods through job employment,
provision of alternative, reliable, sustainable energy sources, and healthier
environments which are important for peoples' wellbeing.

ENERGY

MAKHOTSO MOLELEKOA
OWETHU BUHLE CHARCOAL PRODUCTION &
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
Owethu Buhle Charcoal Production & Distribution
The company is a standard charcoal production
and distribution business that will be based in
Free State.
The increasing demand for energy in South Africa
has resulted in South Africa being one of the
largest carbon emitters, therefore, the fight of
climate change and global warming resulted in the
establishment of Owethu Buhle now operational for 4
months.
They produce quality briquettes turning waste
into energy to provide clean, and greener cooking, heating, and grilling solutions to
households and chesa nyama business.

PHATHUTSHEDZO MUDAU
GREEN TECHNOLOGIES
Founded in 2019, Dziphathutshedzo Green surfacing
collects Plastic waste and Biomass waste and
converts it to useful and valuable materials
involving Nano Technology.
They developed charcoal briquettes and Organic
fertilizer made from 100% organic waste.
The briquettes are inexpensive and burn longer than
normal charcoal. Hasha mulilo is designed to accommodate
the growing demand for an energy source in Africa and help Africans to save
money and offer them a stable and longer-lasting virtually smokeless heat.
Dziphathu organics restore soil damaged by overuse of chemicals. And improves
bad soil, improves soil structure; reduces acidity, and increases water penetration
and retention.

ENERGY

ABONGILE NKQAYI
MA-AFRIKA ENERGY GROUP
MA- Afrika Energy Group seeks to process waste
material for organic waste producers, wood
manufacturers, and sawmills into reliable energy,
fertilizer,

and

sustainable

youth

jobs

using

Proudly (SA) Gasification Technology.
They employ a thermal process that breaks up wood,
producing syngas that is cleaned in filters. The gas is
used as fuel for process Heat or fuelling standard petrol
or slightly modified Diesel engine, the engine, in turn, drives an electricity generator
to produce electricity, heat, and Biochar (an organic fertilizer) which is 10% of the
total 100-500Tons of waste per plant.
Each plant creates an opportunity to divert 100-500Tons of organic waste away from
landfills to beneficiation plants whilst creating a minimum of 10 jobs.

WASTE

FATIMA WILLEM
MMUM PTY LTD.
Their innovation is a reusable, biodegradable
sanitary panty which is aimed at contributing to
helping girls and women in disadvantaged
communities better manage their menstruation,
breaking stigmas that surround biological
functions and the attainment of the UN SDG 5.
Their innovation also contributes to using less
plastic when manufacturing sanitary items
(single use sanitary items are made up of approximately
90% plastic which will later end up in landfills and blocking sewerage pipes) and
during manufacturing, our innovation significantly reduces the energy usage when
compared to making single-use sanitary pads (plastic) which is very energyintensive.

WASTE

MZOKONA MAXASE
CUBIC38
Cubic 38 was started on 19 of May 2017 in a small car
garage at muzinda residence Pretoria west by
Mzokhona Maxase (currently 26 years) and Tshepo
Sithole (currently 27) students from the Tshwane
University of Technology.
With the mission and goal to create high quality and
affordable products for daily use form non-conventional
sources such as waste tires or processed rubber.
Waste tires have accumulated at landfills in South Africa
for many years, some are illegally dumped in open spaces or resold.
The growing world population, rapid industrialization has created vast quantities of
solid waste being generated daily this has contributed to the energy crisis and
environmental degradation challenges facing mankind today.

GIFT LUBELE
KUDOTI
Gift is the youngest South African to win the BRICS
young innovator Prize, a former research engineer,
co-founder, and chief operating officer of Kudoti,
which Fast Company named one of the 2020s
most innovative companies in South Africa.
Additionally, Gift has been named in the
Top 20 under 30 Entrepreneurs by Fast Company
and 100 most influential Young South Africans.
Kudoti builds more circular economies by digitizing and optimizing waste supply
chains across waste collectors, recyclers, manufacturers, and brands. Their goal is to
help brands, Producer Responsibility Organisations, and Governments reach a zerowaste impact by allowing them to create and manage supply chains that divert waste
away from the environment or landfills and towards circular economy applications.
They have empowered more than 600 informal waste pickers, traced more than 1000
tons of waste materials, and worked with five brands and the department of
environmental affairs.

WASTE

ALEX RALSTON
COFFEE ZEN
Alex Ralston is a 29-year-old, male, from Pretoria,
South Africa and has a footprint in Limpopo where
he is building his business Coffee Zen.
Coffee Zen diverts waste through the collection of
spent coffee grounds, to repurpose and create
products from waste using 3D printing. Selling
up-scaled items contributes to a circular economy.
Coffee Zen aims to divert coffee waste entering from landfill sites, thus reducing
the amount of greenhouse gas emissions through innovative and alternative
manufacturing applications.
The goal is to improve the quality of life, through community education awareness
campaigns on food waste loss and creating sustainable jobs by building new value
chains and opportunities through innovative resource allocations.

ZAIN BANA
ANISOPTERA
Anisoptera, founded in May 2021, is a software
developer and solutions provider that has designed
a SAAS software platform that can identify and
distinguish between different waste streams to
enhance the efficiency of waste processing and
separation that could add more value by reducing
contaminants entering the system.
Improved efficiency will benefit the company utilising this
technology and this could lead to further economic growth
and more jobs that can be created.
The trials commenced in November 2021, they have to date annotated and classified
over 10k images which they currently using to train the model, their expectations are
to overshoot an 85% accuracy with a medium-term goal of moving in excess of 95%
and close to 100% as the target.

WASTE

NONHLANHLA MHLONGO
KHWEZI INNOVATIONS

Nonhlanhla is a Founder & Director of Khwezi
Innovations, which is a company that works on
cultivating innovative ideas that solve people’s
daily life struggles.
‘ProAct-Layer Glove Sanitizer’ which is a biodegradable
2-in-1 glove-like hand sanitizer that you apply into your
hands, and it stays effective for 20-30 minutes. The glove is
peel-able, and it dissolves in water within a few minutes.
Their innovation curbs pollution that is caused by latex gloves that are being
dumped on land and end up in rivers and oceans. They also target the constant
sanitizing issue because our product stays effective for longer. She has been
working on this project since September 2020 with her project partner, Sinakekelo
Buthelezi.

ZINTLE NDAMASE
ZEHDI (PTY) LTD

Their company is currently located in Mthatha
within the O.R Tambo District. They are dedicated
towards providing high-quality organic products
such as organic fertilisers, seedlings, and dried
fruit.
They also intend to package their products using
packaging that is biodegradable, making it an environmentally friendly business.
They also hope to expand and have a factory to supply farmers across the Eastern
Cape Province, thus also creating employment for many more youth and women
and contributing towards the economic growth of our Province.
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ANGA MBEYIYA
OLE BLU
Ole Blu is based in Gqeberha (Port Elizabeth). Since
2020, the enterprise has been in the research and
networking phase of the Seaweed farming Journey.
Highlights thus far include being selected in the top
five for the South African UNLEASH Global innovation
Program that focuses on the SDGs in 2020.
Anga hopes to install Integrated Multi Trophic
Aquaculture (IMTA) operations in her home province to
promote biodiversity. IMTA systems can be land-based or
open-water systems and may comprise several ocean species including seaweed.
This practice can help reduce environmental impacts while also creating other
economically viable products at the same time. This dual benefit is more acceptable
to environmentalists and the general authorities.

AGRICULTURE

ANDILE MATUKANE
FARMERS CHOICE
Farmers

Choice

is

an

agricultural

company

founded in early 2018 and started operating in
2018, it is 100% black female-owned.
Doing vegetable production, seeding production,
and agricultural accredited training is aimed at
developing and transferring skills to the youth
and farmers across South Africa by creating
opportunities and development.

With the aim of providing job opportunities and improving food security for the
people of local municipality in the agricultural sector for the employed, unemployed,
emerging farmers, the youth, women and people with disabilities.
Farmer’s choice is doing rooftop farming which is one climate-smart way of
producing food within the urban space.

ZINZILE SIBANDA
THE GREENTOPS INITIATIVE
The GreenTops initiative is an innovative way of
introducing agriculture into urban cities.
This occurs by making use of urban rooftops and
city spaces/skylines, as the base for a hydroponic
type of farming.
This type of farming contributes to ecosystem
restoration in air-polluted cities, and the limited use of
soil, (and space in the case of vertical farming) ensures a
maximum determinable output of crop. It also pulls in the interest of the
unemployed

youth

and

ensures

collaboration

with

different

sectors

and

stakeholders.
The GreenTops Initiative has the capacity, when stewarded effectively, to contribute
meaningfully to the sectors of unemployment, food insecurity, water management
and address issues of climate injustice.

TIISETSO MADITSI

AGRICULTURE

SENZIMEHLUKO YOUTH DEVELOPMENT FOR SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT AND YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
The Company was registered in 2019 with the aim of
creating job opportunities and uplifting the youth in
the rural communities, hence getting involved in
skills development as one of the tools to help uplift
the community.
The scope of the project entails establishing the
training and opportunities to unemployed educated
& uneducated youth and small businesses entrepreneurs.
Basically, the people they intend to reach out to are youth of diverse races and
cultures who live in rural areas. Those who are unemployed and prone to crime. The
company specialises In Agricultural Farming (Crop & Poultry). The founders have 2
farms that are operational, one in Mpumalanga and another in Limpopo.

THINA MAZONDA
LITHA URBAN FRESH
Litha Urban Fresh is recycling food waste to
make organic fertilizer for organic vegetable
production.
They also make our own plant-based
insecticide which promotes ecological diversity in
our garden. In addition to producing organic
vegetables, They offer gardening solutions to urban
dwellers so that they get fresh, convenient vegetables
and herbs.
Organic produce grows in its natural time frame, and this allows for optimal flavor
and nutrient development. Their diverse range of plants and herbs caters to even
the pickiest of eaters. Their model reduces food waste, reducing the amount of
unhealthy swill fed to pigs, and waste that is carelessly discarded attracting pests.
The company was started in 2019, because of low capital.

LANGALIBALELE SIKOSANA

AGRICULTURE

BRODY BROS

They have a large piece of land with two ponds
in it. Their plan is to do traditional crop farming on
one portion of the farm but also to preserve the
original ecosystem on the portion where the ponds
are.
As there used to be fish in the ponds. They plan
to re-introducing the fish into the ponds, encourage
their growth and sell them to people in our township.

They strongly believe that this will contribute to the economy of their township.
They will also invite school learners into the preservation to teach them the
importance of preserving our ecosystem and to show them that they can do that in
a way that can also be economically sustainable.

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION

THANDOKAZI KHOZA
INTELMINDS
Intelminds is a woman-led agricultural enterprise &
accredited training academy, formally registered in
2015.
Intelminds educates people on how to use
indigenous agricultural practices that preserve the
environment and how to maximize land space
available to them in order to sustain their lives through
farming.
Currently, Intelminds produces vegetables, however,
they proposed afforestation/reforestation which will greatly impact the agricultural
sector by adding value to the green economy and subsequently improve agricultural
production.

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION

MOLEBOGENG MOTLANTHE
REM TECHNOLOGIES
The Green Grid Building concept was established in
2016 with the aim of bridging the gap in housing,
water, energy, and sanitation crisis in South Africa.
A sustainable property development concept that
utilizes natural resources through solar energy to
harness energy, rainwater harvesting systems,
biological wastewater management systems to
provide for basic household needs completely Off-Grid,
in order to reduce the pain of the housing shortage, water shortage, electricity cuts
resulting in a halt in household and economic activity, and the need for sanitation
services in affected areas across the country.
We pride ourselves in the adoption of green footprint and environmentally friendly
construction processes and aim to create impactful change in the construction
industry by introducing cost-effective, environmentally friendly, and convenient
housing concepts.

MXOLISI SINENKOSI MHLONGO
EUPHROSYNE (PTY) LTD

Manufacturers of eco-friendly charcoal, their
enterprise has been using invasive alien trees to
produce lump wood charcoal since 2018.
Euphrosyne operates from UMkhanyakude district
in Northeastern KwaZulu-Natal which has been
battling a water scarcity problem for years. One of
the major causes of water scarcity in our region has
been alien trees.
By removing these trees, they are hoping to restore the
environment and maintain biodiversity. They involve local businesses who survive
on felling indigenous trees on their program, this is to help them understand the
difference between invasive species and indigenous.

ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION

CLARE SWITHENBANK-BOWMAN
LITTER4TOKENS
Ms. Swithenbank-Bowman successfully established
Litter4Tokens in South Africa since 2015. During
this time, Litter4Tokens has prevented more than
624,000 bags of litter from reaching the ocean,
as well as feeding more than 156,000 people in
remote communities across South Africa!
Litter4Tokens has performed educational outreach
to schools and individuals across South Africa.
The campaign not only empowers South Africa but educates, feeds, and gives
drinkable clean water to children as well as families by not just
giving handouts.
Clare Swithenbank-Bowman has developed the innovative Mermaid Tear Catcher
(MTC), a scooping device with holes specifically demarcated allowing the user to
sieve the nurdles out of the dry sea or river sand.

